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©FEEL ANEW

CHOCOLATE MELT INDULGENCE
Easter is the perfect occasion for an indulgent treatment that immerses you in the comforting scents 
and sensations of chocolate to feel both pampered and relaxed. The smell of chocolate is known to 
trigger the release of chemicals in the brain that produce a similar feeling to being in love. Uplift your 
mood and be drenched in luxury.

Cocoa beans, the primary ingredient in chocolate, are packed with antioxidants that help combat 
free radicals, potentially reducing the signs of ageing. The natural fats present in cocoa are nourishing 
and moisturising to the skin, giving it a smooth and soft texture while the caffeine present in chocolate 
helps stimulate blood flow, potentially improving the skin's overall appearance and texture.

TOP TO TOE TREATMENT — 90 MINUTES

set the scene — light the Cacao Flower Massage Candle to fill the room with fragrance, also 
preparing it for the massage ahead.
wrap — apply the Chocolate & Cocoa Bean Self-Heating Wrap over the entire body, warming the 
body up and relaxing the muscles ahead of the massage.
cleanse — whilst the wrap does its magic and warms up, cleanse the face using Ab:scent 
Unscented Melting Cleanser, buff away using warm mitts. 
mask — apply the Organic Cocoa Face Drench Mask to the face and neck. 
scalp — perform a scalp massage while the wrap and the mask warm the client’s body up to send 
them into a state of total relaxation. 
remove — remove the face mask using warm mitts, optional shower or buffing away for the 
chocolate body wrap. 
massage — extinguish candle and begin a full body massage, drizzling the warm Cacao Flower 
Oil straight from the vessel. 
top tip — give your client the remainder of the candle as a gift to take home with them. When 
offering these treatments consider pairing them with complementary treats, like a cup of hot chocolate 
or a small box of chocolates making the experience even more special and unforgettable.

Cacao Flower Massage Candle 35g
Chocolate & Cocoa Bean Self-Heating Wrap 2.5kg
Ab:scent Unscented Melting Cleanser 50ml | 500ml
Organic Cocoa Face Drench Mask 50g


